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, rules and techniques governing the sport.

FOUNDER of the Donkor Tennis and Education He said inadequate clinics and equipmen. t were some
, foundation (DTEF), Mr. Isaac. Donkor, has of the problems facing the development of the gan:c III

stressed the need to encourage more girls to develop the country.
their interest in tennis. ,The event would be repeated on November 4 and 5,

He added that there was hope for the sport "thus, 20 IIatthe tennis courts oftheBaba Yara Sports Stadium
there is the need-to whip up the enthusiasm of the irrKurnasi.
youngerones inrhe game'', , '.. Mr. Oorikor ,disclosed that his foundation would
, , "r-':k" Donkor, who is also a former national DaVIS soon open an academy at Ayi Mensah in the Greater
Cup player now based in the United States, made th~se Accra Region to train and educate talented athletes and
remarks at-the close of-a two-day tennis and e9ucatlon tennis players:'
clinic orgaaisedby DTEF in .collaboratien with the ,:. He said scouted talents would be ,given scholarships
GhanaTennis Association (GTA) at the tennis courts of andalso be trained by foreign coaches.
the Accra Sports Stadium at the weekend. The foundation later distributed free rackets, tennis

The clinic Was aimed at introducing children and balls Tsshirts and other tennis equipment to the over 100
adolescents between the ages of 10 an? 18 to the basic participants.

\ManyaKrobo SHS holds
~ home coming games

Bv Samuel Opare Lartev. Manva Krobo '.
> ""."'.." > ". ;".' '. >, mn ". " . '--'''''':'>~'\. ' . jagging the old students, '1f&l!"rM(:- di t l~~;~pil with som; 'Of the .. THE Old Students Association of Manya The only. goal was scored in the 3rd minute of the

r. .o:n or standing a 111 group p to Krobo Senior High School (MAKOSA) on second half by Odonkor Stephen of the 2004 year
. .,'" pq;;t~.~.lpart~r..'".., ". '.... , .. ... . '.. Saturday beat the students 1-0 at a special football group. .
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